
Monster Battle Rules

Components

This pack contains two decks of 15 monsters each.
In one deck the monsters are displayed in a landscape fashion, in the other they are portrait.

Each monster has a health value, four attack values and a special ability.

Objective

The first player to kill four enemy monsters is the winner.

If two players win simultaneously, the first player to gain an extra point (that is not simultaneous with their 
opponent) will win.

Setup

Each player takes a deck, shuffles it and draws three cards. Decide who will go first.

Rules

Each turn a player takes the following steps in order:
Draw a card, play a card, resolve special abilities and kill monsters.

Draw: To draw a card, take the top card of your deck and add it to your hand. If you have no more cards in your 
deck then skip this step and continue to play until there are no more cards in your hand, at this stage if no player 
has yet won, the game ends in a tie.

Play: In order to play a card a player selects a card from their hand and places it face up next to any opposing 
monster. If there are no opposing monsters they may play the card in any valid position. You must always place 
the long edge of a card next to the short edge of an opposing card, which causes the game to be built up as a grid.

As such all upright cards will belong to one player and all sideways cards will belong to the other. A card can be 
played either way up within those restrictions. No special ability or card effect can break this grid structure.

Ability: In order to resolve an ability, look at the colour of the ability box of the card that has just been played. If 
it is blue then do whatever it says on the ability immediately. If it is green then the ability continues to affect the 
monster for as long as it remains in play.

Kill: At the end of each turn all killed monsters are removed. A monster is killed where the attack values of 
adjacent creatures is greater than or equal to its health. Damage does not carry over from turn to turn, if the attack 
values are not high enough then the creature is unaffected.



In this example the Merman is killed because it has a 3, 3 and 1 pointing at it, equalling its health of 7 and the 
Kelpie is killed because it has a 2, 2 and 3 pointing at it exceeding its health of 6.

When two monsters die simultaneously the current player decides in which order they die. However they still both
die – removing the Merman first does not save the Kelpie.

Killed monsters are removed from play and kept next to the player that killed them as a way of keeping score.

Special Ability Clarifications

Exclamation !: Some special abilities only affect (or are affected by) some enemy monsters. In this instance there 
will be attack scores that include a “!” symbol and the effect of this symbol will be expressed on the card.

+1 Attack: Some abilities increase attack values. Unless otherwise stated the modifier applies to all of a creature's 
attack values. Conditional modifiers (such as +1 if you lose a monster last turn) are only applied once in a turn, 
even if the condition is satisfied several times. While an attack value may become high enough to kill an enemy 
monster at any time, remember that they are not killed until the “kill monsters” step at the end of the turn.

Charge: Remove one of your creatures from the table and place it adjacent to the creature targeted by the “!”. If 
you do not have another creature on the table or if all other spaces adjacent to the target creature are full this 
ability has no effect. Moving a creature does not entitle you to use its one-shot special ability again.

Grab: The attack penalty caused by a creature with grab affects all of the target's attack values except for the one 
pointing at the grabbing creature.

Rebirth: Your opponent does not get a point for the first time they kill the Pheonix, it has to stay dead.

Trickster: This ability allows you to swap the positions of any two monsters belonging to the same player. They 
stay the same way up as you move them.

Spines: If two creature with spines are affecting each other, then they both lose their ability and do not affect any 
other creatures.


